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***** #1 Kindle Store Bestseller in Mathematics (Throughout 2016) ********** #1 Kindle Store
Bestseller in Education Theory (Throughout 2017) *****If you are looking for a short beginners
guide packed with visual examples, this book is for you.Bayes' Theorem Examples: A Beginners
Visual Approach to Bayesian Data AnalysisIf you’ve recently used Google search to find
something, Bayes' Theorem was used to find your search results. The same is true for those
recommendations on Netflix.Hedge funds? Self-driving cars? Search and Rescue? Bayes'
Theorem is used in all of the above and more.At its core, Bayes' Theorem is a simple probability
and statistics formula that has revolutionized how we understand and deal with uncertainty. If life
is seen as black and white, Bayes' Theorem helps us think about the gray areas. When new
evidence comes our way, it helps us update our beliefs and create a new belief.Ready to dig in
and visually explore Bayes' Theorem? Let’s go!Over 60 hand-drawn visuals are included
throughout the book to help you work through each problem as you learn by example. The
beautifully hand-drawn visual illustrations are specifically designed and formatted for the
kindle.This book also includes sections not found in other books on Bayes' Rule. These
include:A short tutorial on how to understand problem scenarios and find P(B), P(A), and P(B|A).
- For many people, knowing how to approach scenarios and break them apart can be daunting.
In this booklet, we provide a quick step-by-step reference on how to confidently understand
scenarios.A few examples of how to think like a Bayesian in everyday life. Bayes' Rule might
seem somewhat abstract, but it can be applied to many areas of life and help you make better
decisions. Learn how Bayes can help you with critical thinking, problem-solving, and dealing
with the gray areas of life.A concise history of Bayes' Rule. - Bayes' Theorem has a fascinating
200+ year history, and we have summed it up for you in this booklet. From its discovery in the
1700’s to its being used to break the German’s Enigma Code during World War 2.Fascinating
real-life stories on how Bayes' formula is used everyday.From search and rescue to spam
filtering and driverless cars, Bayes is used in many areas of modern day life.An expanded
Bayes' Theorem definition, including notations, and proof section. - In this section we define core
elementary bayesian statistics terms more concretely.A recommended readings sectionFrom
The Theory That Would Not Die to Think Bayes: Bayesian Statistics in Pythoni> and many more,
there are a number of fantastic resources we have collected for further reading.If you are a visual
learner and like to learn by example, this intuitive Bayes' Theorem 'for dummies' type book is a
good fit for you.Praise for Bayes' Theorem Examples"...What Morris has presented is a useful
way to provide the reader with a basic understanding of how to apply the theorem. He takes it
easy step by easy step and explains matters in a way that almost anyone can understand.
Moreover, by using Venn Diagrams and other visuals, he gives the reader multiple ways of
understanding exactly what is going on in Bayes' theorem. The way in which he presents this
material helps solidify in the reader's mind how to use Bayes' theorem..."- Doug E. - TOP 100
REVIEWER"...For those who are predominately "Visual Learners", as I certainly am, I highly



recommend this book...I believe I gained more from this book than I did from college statistics.
Or at least, one fantastic refresher after 20 some years after the fact."- Tin F. TOP 50 REVIEWER
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Proof17.Recommended In-Depth Reading18.BibliographyBayes EverydayIf you’ve recently
searched for something on Google, Bayes' Theorem was used to display your search
results.The same is true for those recommendations on Netflix.Hedge funds? Self-driving cars?
Search and rescue?Bayes' Theorem is used in all of the above and more.At its core, Bayes'
Theorem is a simple mathematical formula that has revolutionized how we understand and deal
with uncertainty. If life is seen as black and white, Bayes' Theorem helps us think about the gray
areas. When new evidence comes our way, it helps us update our beliefs and create a new
belief.Ready to dig in and visually explore the basics? Let’s go.Don’t Waste Your TimeA few
points to help you make the most of this booklet:CHANGE YOUR SETTINGS. If you are reading
on a Kindle E-reader, change your settings! It will make reading this booklet MUCH EASIER. For
spacing, select the mid-range option (on Kindle Paperwhite, the middle option). For margins,
select the widest option. For orientation, select portrait. For font, select Bookerly, and font size
select the third smallest option (at least on the Kindle Paperwhite).This booklet is designed as a
visual introduction to Bayes' Theorem. It is for BEGINNERS. If you already have a general
understanding of the Theorem, you might not get much out of this book.You don’t need to read
front to back! Skip around to what you find the most helpful.Welcome To This GuideWelcome to
Bayes' Theorem: A Visual Introduction for Beginners. This booklet is packed with examples and
visual aids to help clarify what Bayes' Theorem is and how it works. At its core, Bayes' Theorem
is very simple and built on elementary mathematics.Before we dig into different definitions, it
needs to be stated that Bayes' Theorem is often called Bayes' Rule or Bayes' Formula. So, don’t
be confused - they are the same, and we will be using both theorem and formula throughout this
booklet. Second, we need to make it clear that Bayes' Theorem is a law of probability theory. It
helps us work with, revise, and understand probabilities when we are presented with new
evidence.Practically speaking, the theorem helps us quantify or put a number on our skepticism
and make more informed, rational choices. It helps us answer the following:When we encounter
new evidence, how much should it change our confidence in a belief?Here are a few
examples:You just had a test for cancer and it came back positive. What is the probability that



you have cancer if the test is positive?Your friend has a new dog and when you visit she
slobbers all over you, but does that mean the dog likes you? What is the probability that the dog
likes you given that she licks you?Your friend claims that stock prices will decrease if interest
rates increase. What is the probability stock prices will decrease if interest rates increase?You
were just pulled over by the police and given a breathalyzer test. It came back positive. What is
the probability you are truly drunk, given that the test is positive?Bayes' Theorem Explained: 4
WaysHere are a few ways Bayes' Theorem can be explained:Bayes' Theorem helps us update a
belief based on new evidence by creating a new belief.Bayes' Theorem helps us revise a
probability when given new evidence.Bayes' Theorem helps us change our beliefs about a
probability based on new evidence.Bayes' Theorem helps us update a hypothesis based on new
evidence.The only problem? Applying the theorem is not intuitive, at least not for most people.
This is where visualizing a problem that entails using Bayes' Theorem can be a BIG HELP.Visual
AidsWhen working with small amounts of data there are a few different visual aids you can
use:Venn diagramsDecision treesLetters (e.g., H, T, T, T for head/tail coin flips)Physical Objects
(e.g., real coins)In this booklet, we’ll be using Venn diagrams and decision trees. Venn diagrams
are an excellent way to help us visually understand problems.On the other hand, decision trees
are a great tool that can help us solve problems where probabilities are not provided and must
be discovered.They are a fantastic visual aid that, for many students of probability, can help
unblock areas of frustration and confusion.Booklet StructureHere is how we have structured this
booklet:There are two Problem and Answer sections and a bonus section. Each section deals
with a popular way Bayes' Theorem is typically presented in introductory textbooks. *All numbers
provided in each problem are hypothetical. Some are pegged close to realistic statistics, but for
the sake of clarity and ease we have adjusted each number.Each Problem and Answer section
has three scenarios. To help you fully understand each question type, we will work through 3
scenarios. The idea behind this to help drive the problem-solving process home. The scenarios
include the flu, breathalyzer test, and peacekeeping.And for those who are interested, we have
included a few additional sections on understanding scenarios, the history of Bayes' Theorem,
fascinating stories and uses, and even a few tips on how to think like a Bayesian in real life.We
have also included an extended definitions section, which includes a Proof for Bayes'
Theorem.To round out this booklet, we have included a list of recommended readings for those
looking to dive deeper into the Theorem and learn more about its fascinating uses and history.A
Visual Intro: Part 1If you are confused with the concept of Bayes' Theorem, this is a fantastic
place to start. Before we dive into Example Section 1, let’s take a look at Bayes' Theorem without
using the formula. This visual introduction is an expanded version of this excellent .To begin, let’s
draw a rectangle. Don’t get hung up on the shape - it could be any shape, but a rectangle is easy
to work with. The area inside the rectangle represents all possible outcomes for our experiment.
For example, if there are two possible outcomes that are equally probable, we would divide the
rectangle into two equal halves. This means that each outcome has a 50% likelihood of
occurring. Or, if there are three possible outcomes that are all equally probable, we would divide



the rectangle into equal thirds. This would mean that each outcome has a 33.33% chance of
occurring.For this example, we are going to stick with two equal outcomes and title each
outcome A and B, respectively.Now, imagine that each probability represents a small cardboard
box. Box A is filled with 10 chocolate chip cookies. There is nothing else in Box A except home
baked, warm, mouth-watering chocolate chip cookies. To demonstrate this, we will shade in Box
A. In Box B there are also cookies, but there are two different types. There is an even mix of 5
peanut butter cookies and 5 chocolate chip cookies.To demonstrate this, we will draw a line and
cut the box in half, and then shade in the chocolate chip cookies in the bottom half of the
rectangle. We will leave the top half blank.Let’s step back and look at the rectangle. Can you see
the chocolate chip cookies in the shape of an L? Those areas represent all of our chocolate chip
cookies in both boxes, while the white area represents the peanut butter cookies.Now, what if
you were to close your eyes and have both boxes shuffled, and then reach and select a cookie
from one of them - and it was chocolate chip?If you had to guess what box the cookie came
from, what box would you select? Many people would select Box A, and we’ll take a hunch that
you are one of them. But let’s take a closer look at why this is. Both Box A and B have chocolate
chip cookies, but Box A has exactly double the amount of chocolate chip cookies than Box B.
Within a split second your brain assessed this and came away with the conclusion that Box A
has a greater probability of being selected than Box B.Here’s the magic! This calculation is a
very basic, natural use of Bayes' Theorem. Given evidence (the amount and type of cookies in
each box), you were able to quickly come to the conclusion that Box A has a greater probability
of being selected than Box B.Now, let’s step back once more. When your hand selected a
chocolate chip cookie, something disappeared: the probability of selecting a peanut butter
cookie is now gone. So, to visualize this, let’s wipe away the portion of Box B that represents the
peanut butter cookies.Our boxes are now in the shape of an L, and we can also see that there
are double the amount of cookies in Box A than Box B. In fact, if we were to break the Boxes
apart into equal sections, we would have 3 areas: 2 sections in Box A, and 1 section in Box B.By
looking at this, we can see that Box B has a probability of  , or ~33% of being selected. Box A
has a probability of  , ~66% of being selected. This difference in probability is what your brain
roughly calculated before and the whole reason why you selected Box A. Your Brain looked at
~33% vs ~66% and selected the highest percentage, which comes from Box A. * The ~ symbol
means approximately.What we have just done is demonstrate the concept of Bayes' Theorem
and solve a problem all without using the formula. Now, before we solve this same problem with
the formula, it might be helpful to define the formula and its components.The Bayes' Theorem
Formula: A Basic OverviewThe formula for Bayes' Theorem is shown below. As you can see,
there are three components to it. We find it helpful to call these components ingredients and
think of the answer as all of the ingredients combined.For every question you come across,
you’ll need to find each ingredient and plug it into the formula.Basic Definitions To Get You
StartedFor a more thorough explanation and additional terms, take a look at the back of this
booklet.The vertical bar | stands for given that.P stands for Probability.A & B are Events.P(A) and



P(B) are the probabilities of events A and B. Each event is separate from the other and does not
impact the other.P(A|B) is the probability of event A being true given that event B is true.P(B|A) is
the probability of event B being true given that event A is true.Using the definitions from the
previous page, the entire formula can be read as follows:The formula as a whole is built using
basic algebra. It might look complicated but it is actually quite user-friendly. Every time you use
the formula all you need to do is remember the three ingredients, find them, and then plug them
into the formula to solve. You will then have an updated probability based on new information;
you’ll have P(A|B), which is technically called the Posterior Probability and is a normalized
weighted average.A Visual Intro: Part 2In Part 1 of the Visual Introduction, Bayes' Theorem was
demonstrated visually without using its formula. Now, in Part 2 we’ll see how we can derive the
same numbers using the formula. To refresh your memory, we had two boxes of cookies in front
of us. One box was filled with 10 chocolate chip cookies. The other box had 5 chocolate chip
and 5 peanut butter cookies. We then closed our eyes and picked a cookie out of a box, and
when we opened them back up we had selected a chocolate chip cookie.After doing this we
discovered the following:There is a ~66% probability we chose the cookie from Box A.There is a
~33% probability we chose the cookie from Box B.This time, let’s follow 4 steps to find the
answer using Bayes' formula. We will find the answer for Box A first, and then deduce from this
to find the answer for Box B.Step 1: To start, we always need to determine what we are wanting
to find.We want to know the probability of Box A given that we selected a chocolate chip
cookie.Step 2: Write what you want to find as a formula.Step 3: Find each ingredient. Then, plug
it in.P(Box A) = .5 * To answer this we ask the following: What is the probability of drawing from
Box A? Remember, this probability is independent of all other events. Since there are only two
boxes and the probability of selecting from either is equal, the answer is .5P(CC Cookie) = .75 *
To answer this we ask the following: What is the probability that we will select a chocolate chip
cookie? Remember, this probability is independent of all other events. There are 20 cookies total
in both boxes, and 15 of them are chocolate chip. So, 15/20 is .75P(CC Cookie | Box A) = 1* To
answer this question, we ask the following: What is the probability of selecting a chocolate chip
cookie given that we have selected from Box A? Since there are only chocolate chip cookies in
Box A, the probability is 1. * A probability of 1 represents a 100% probability of something
occurring.Now, we can plug each ingredient into the formula:Answer: We now know that there is
a ~66% probability that we selected from Box A given that we have a chocolate chip cookie. To
find the probability of selecting Box B, we can follow steps 1-3 again by replacing the term Box A
with Box B. Or, we can simply deduce from our answer that if there is a ~66% probability Box A
was selected, there must be a ~33% chance Box B was selected. Since all probability adds up
to 1, we can discover this by doing the following: 1-.66 = .33, or ~33%.Example Section 1:
Solving For One Possible Outcome With All Data ProvidedIn this section, we use Venn diagrams
to visualize our problems so that they are easier to understand and solve. If reading the term
Venn diagram makes you shudder, provides a good overview to get you up to speed. is also
helpful, but you really don’t need to worry. We explain everything step-by-step.
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Doug Erlandson, “Easy to understand introduction. As someone who taught logic for more than
20 years, I was interested in seeing how Dan Morris handled Bayes Theorem in what he calls "A
Visual Introduction for Beginners." What Morris has presented is a useful way to provide the
reader with a basic understanding of how to apply the theorem. He takes it easy step by easy
step and explains matters in a way that almost anyone can understand. Moreover, by using Venn
Diagrams and other visuals, he gives the reader multiple ways of understanding exactly what is
going on in Bayes theorem. After an introductory section he applies Bayes theorem to examples
from day-to-day life (such as how to ascertain the likelihood of having food poisoning versus the
flu). The way in which he presents this material helps solidify in the reader's mind how to use
Bayes theorem. For me, the best part came toward the end of the book, when he discusses how
Bayes theorem is used in search and rescue operations, spam filtering, and even in the
technology behind driverless cars.The back material includes a section on "Recommended In-
Depth Reading," which I would highly recommend for anyone wanting to go further in their
understanding of Bayes theorem. (In fact, I'm seriously considering reading some of these works
to enhance my own understanding of how to assess probability in everyday life.) The
"Bibliography" also provides a list of articles and books that discuss various aspects of Bayes
theorem.”

Anastasia Styles, “My favourite book yet in this excellent series.. I could actually use Bayes’
Theorem to estimate for you in this review the odds of you enjoying the book, but I fear it’ll look
quite arbitrary without the clear and helpful visual guides that the book provides, walking the
reader through many examples in a step-by-step fashion, such that we get to not only know how
to use the theorem in a functional fashion (say, plugging and playing with the numbers, as one
might if learning it for a mathematics exam, practically learning the method by rote), but also to
have a genuine understanding and overview of how it actually works and why.Maybe, like me,
you never got on with mathematics at school. In my schooldays, my problems in the subject
were threefold: 1) a bad teacher 2) an active resistance to anything I didn’t find stimulating 3) a
lack of awareness of how to work around dyscalculia. So instead, I challenged my teacher to
prove things (he refused and/or was unable; this book in contrast contains a neat proof, by the
way), I accused him of witchcraft when he produced correct numeric answers with no
demonstration of how things worked, and I generally struggled with anything containing
numbers.Here instead, everything is presented in a clear and simple fashion—as the title
suggests, largely visual—minimizing the need to juggle a lot of numbers and instead working
chiefly with concepts, which I can grasp much more readily. Where numbers are necessary,
they’re not onerous and they’re nothing whose calculations one couldn’t do on a phone if
necessary.In short, a clear and engaging primer in how Bayes’ Theorem works, how to use it,
and how to rapidly estimate changes in probability so as to make better decisions.If only books



like this were used in schools, resulting in people better understanding stats and probability, the
world might have a lot fewer problems than it does!”

Loyd Eskildson, “A Helpful Illustration of An Important Statistical Tool -. Author Morris begins by
pointing out that Bayes' Theorem is used in Google search logic, Netflix recommendations,
hedge fund decisions, and many other areas. Stated simply, Bayes' Theorem tells us how much
we should change our assessment of probabilities when we encounter new evidence. Venn
diagrams and decision trees are used to help visualize the mathematics.”

Greycynic, “A very good exposition of an important theorem in probability. A neat explanation of
an important theorem used for answering questions of the form 'what is the probability of A being
true given that B is true?'. The text is built around three examples that are analysed three times
over in increasing detail. This short work shows why 'common sense' thinking can get you into
deep trouble when looking at issues of probability. The maths is basic. Provided that you
understand what a percentage (or a normalised value) is, you are likely to be fully equipped to
understand this text. An excellent piece of writing that shows how maths does not have to be
scary.”

NT, “Excellent intro to Bayes.. I've bumped into Bayes Theorem a few times, but never really
found a structured approach to analysing the usual world problems such as 'a test
shows...what's the probability that...'.This book does just that and takes you through a step by
step process for classifying and approaching simple problems involving Bayes Rule. There are
some excellent resources on the web (e.g. Google: Arbital guide to Bayes Rule with it's
interesting waterfall diagram) but they never quite did it for me, mainly because they seemed to
skip steps used to break apart such problems. This book, on the other hand, leads you through
each step in explicit and detailed fashion. Essentially, it works by teaching you to map a problem
onto simple diagrams and then onto the formal expression of the Theorem itself. This worked
really well for me.So if you're willing to work through the examples piece by piece, you should
pick up this wonderful little theorem in no time at all.”

MrMac, “A Good Primer for Bayes. I enjoyed this book which in its straightforward, if slightly
repetitive, style made Bayesian theory come to life. I would recommend it to anyone beginning a
deeper exploration of stats but who wasn't yet confident enough to go to one of the many
standard texts out there. The use of links to interesting and informative web pages was very
helpful.I only have a few minor criticisms:1. The impression I gained from Dan Morris was that
the use of Bayesian Theory was relatively new. Not true. I had the vague notion that it had some
history and after looking up "Statistics and the Bayesian Mind" by Thomas Griffiths at the Royal
Statistical Society was reminded that work had been done in the 1940s on the distribution of V1
and V2 rocket attacks on England during the latter half of World War 2. Bayesian theory was



used to disprove the notion that these flying bombs were being used to target poorer, working
class areas. [The paper itself makes interesting reading because it takes further then notion
which Dan Morris starts to explore in the book, of human cognition and how we draw inferences
from limited amounts of data which may (or may not) be true.]2. I would have liked to have seen
more examples or been given examples to try myself.3. You would think a statistician would
know the difference between countable and uncountable numbers but like many people Dan
Morris doesn't understand when to use "number" and when to use "amount". Trivial, but
annoying to a physicist!”

The book by Dan Morris has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 434 people have provided feedback.
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